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Abstract—Multi-carrier energy systems create opportunities
to decrease CO2 emissions, and improve the performance of
energy systems by combining the benefits from different energy carriers. Currently, electricity, gas and heat systems are
however economically decoupled in time by separate markets
with different time frames and very different characteristics.
This paper proposes five innovative multi-carrier market schemes
which can better reflect the interactions between the different
energy carriers, which eventually can lead to higher overall social
welfare. The schemes range from a single carrier energy market
scheme with separate, sequential day-ahead markets for different
energy carriers to a unified multi-carrier energy market scheme
with one unique multi-carrier market. Other schemes with single
and/or multi-carrier markets at local and/or global level are
also proposed. A qualitative evaluation of the five multi-carrier
market schemes is given based on three indicators: economic
efficiency, confidentiality level and resemblance to the current
EU energy market designs.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A. Motivation and Background
Multi energy systems (MES), in which different energy
carriers interact with each other, have recently been receiving
increasing attention from the scientific and regulatory communities. This concept represents an important opportunity
to decrease CO2 emissions, and provides opportunities to
improve the performance of the energy system by combining
the benefits from the different energy carriers. Multi energy
systems (e.g., energy systems with energy conversion technologies such as combined heat and power, gas turbine, heat
pump, electric boilers, chillers, power to gas,...) already exist
today [1], but most of these systems are currently characterized
by relatively low penetration rates of conversion and storage
technologies.
Today, the different energy vectors are largely operated
in a decoupled, independent way with little harmonization.
Generally, electricity markets operate on different geographical
and time levels. Electricity can be traded from real-time
(i.e., balancing markets) to long-term perspective (e.g., futures
markets) and on several perimeters. Wholesale gas markets can
also be divided according to their time perspective. The very
long-term trade is organized through bilateral contracts, which
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are negotiated between suppliers and shippers. In addition
to that, organized markets are in place. Trading times differ
between years, quarters, months, weeks or on short-term in
day-ahead and intra-day. The heat market is strongly seasondependent. Due to potential network losses, heat is characterized as a local commodity leading to a shorter and local
value chain. Very often (district) heating systems are organized
as monopolies, i.e. there is mostly one supplier of heat and
several consumers. In the heat sector, there are generally
no “organised” markets as such, even though, some sorts of
heat market mechanisms can be found involving a day ahead
planning and intra-day adjustments between the heat producers
and the operator of the mechanism, like for the integrated
heat market implemented in the Greater Copenhagen area in
Denmark [2].
Several drivers point towards a need for more energy system
integration, also at the market level. Firstly, increasing penetration of multi-carrier conversion technologies (e.g., combined
heat and power (CHP), Natural gas fired plants (NGFPPs) and
Power to gas (P2G) technologies) and storage technologies
(e.g., thermal, mechanical, electro-chemical, chemical, electrical). Secondly, the increased ambition for local energy sufficiency and independency. Thirdly, recent changes specifically
in gas markets and emerging trends to move from long term
trading towards more short term trading. Finally, the increased
uncertainty in electricity systems due to increased integration
of variable RES (VRES) and the subsequent need for extra
flexibility in the electricity system (and markets). A better and
more explicit coupling of energy carrier markets can allow to
leverage additional flexibility from market participants and to
improve the global efficiency of the related energy systems.
B. Literature Review
The drivers mentioned in the previous section, strengthen
the need for interdisciplinary research on coordinating the
operation of integrated multi-energy systems and their markets. MES are energy systems with two or more energy
carriers involved [3]. One can categorize the work in the
literature on the subject in two groups: multi-energy system
modeling, and (market based and non-market based) multi-

energy scheduling. The former has received more attention
than the latter in literature.
MES modeling includes studying the physical systems as
well as the carrier flows over transmitting media [4]. The
goal there is to investigate algorithms that enable greater coordination and co-optimization of systems of different carriers.
Several articles have focused on the coordination between gas
and electricity. For instance, reference [5] introduced an integrated gas and electricity model that considers the correlation
between electricity supply from renewables (e.g., wind) and
demand through conversion technologies (e.g., power-to-gas
units) and their impact on co-ordinated operation of gas and
power systems. Likewise, reference [6] investigates the effect
of demand response on the operation of the two systems.
A more detailed model is proposed in [7] to investigate the
effects of variations in pipeline gas pressure on the ramp rates
of natural gas fired power plants (NGFPPs).
Regarding studying the flows, authors in [8]–[10] propose
a joint model to analyze and co-optimize gas and electricity
flows in the respective networks. To this end, references [11],
[12] proposed linearization techniques to study gas and flow
in steady-state. Using the first principle of partial differential
equations of a gas flow model, [13] studies the benefit of a
more accurate gas model that considers the dynamics of gas
flows on co-optimization of gas and power systems.
Other work studies the co-ordination in scheduling of MES
considering their inter-dependencies. Neglecting the gas flow
physics, reference [14] proposed a two-stage stochastic optimization framework to investigate the unit-commitment problem considering natural gas supply uncertainties. Following
this work, Liu et al. proposed a bi-level optimization model
that seeks to minimize the electricity production costs subject
to natural gas feasibility constraints [15] and investigate coordinated scheduling of natural gas and power systems from
the perspective of a joint operator [16].
Some recent work also investigates the operation of a
joint multi-carrier energy market. Reference [17] investigates
the participation of a NGFPP in a competitive electricity
market with large share of renewables and volatile prices.
Morais et al [18] look into the effect of natural gas and
electricity pricing on investment planning regarding generation
units. Yazdani-Damavandi et. al [4] investigate the impact
of strategic behaviour of a strategic multi-energy participant
(MEP) in the wholesale electricity market using an interactive
aggregation model. Zhao et al. [19] propose a coordination
mechanism to model day-ahead market clearing scheduling of
natural gas and power that are operated by different entities.
The proposed model considers physical properties of both
systems and accurately reflects natural gas-flow transit. A key
feature of the model is that it requires only limited information
exchange between the gas and electricity markets (namely,
fuel prices, supply and demand information) while keeping
the network data and customer information for each system
confidential.
Wang et al. in [20] study strategic behaviour of strategic
participants in a synchronized integrated gas and electricity

market that is operated by a single entity and allows for bidirectional gas-power tradings. The synchronized mechanism
is shown to be more efficient compared with the sequential
clearing mechanism that is in practice to date.
Along with larger integration of CHP units in the energy
systems, the interaction between heat and electricity energy
systems and markets have received increasing attention in
the literature. Reference [21] assumes a local heat market
and considers CHP units that participate in both power and
heat markets. They model the economic dispatch problem of
CHPs as a stochastic optimization framework. A CHP with
varying power to heat profile is considered in [22] in a dynamic
optimization model.
A number of works investigate the mutual interactions
between the heat, electricity and gas systems. Reference [22],
[23] introduce auction based mechanisms as a platform to
solve an economic dispatch problem and trade heat, power
and gas via a district energy operator.
C. Contribution and organization
The literature mentioned above which focuses on market
based multi- energy scheduling, investigates the mutual influences of heat, natural gas and electricity (power) systems
and/or markets, considering a simple integration level between
the markets of different carriers. However, less attention has
been paid to the different possibilities for integration and
co-ordination between markets of different carriers and the
plausible organizational and operational implications thereof
on different stakeholders.
In this article we will introduce multi-carrier market
schemes. A multi-carrier market scheme comprises a set of
sub-markets to trade different energy carriers. A sub-market
is assumed to be operated by one market operator who is responsible for the market clearing of this sub-market according
to a specific objective. A sub-market is in effect a market
on itself. In this analysis we will limit ourselves to day-ahead
energy markets although the concept can easily be expanded to
intra-day as well, and we will consider three different carriers,
i.e. heat, electricity and gas.
The rest of this report is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the five market schemes we study in the context
of this work and reviews the main assumptions the market
schemes proposed are based on. Section IV defines three
indicators that we use to compare the performance of the
proposed market schemes qualitatively. Finally, Section V
concludes the paper and proposes some future research.
II. A SSUMPTIONS AND MARKET DIMENSIONS
Multi-carrier market schemes can be described by two
market dimensions, i.e. the multi-carrier market integration
and the locality of the sub-markets.
An important property of multi-carrier markets is that there
are linkages among different carriers. This implies that the
price of one carrier market should be calculated considering
how it can affect and is affected by the prices of the other
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carrier markets [24]. Market linkages between carriers can be
implicit or explicit [25].
An implicit linkage causes the market clearing price or a
product price in one market to influence the price of a product
in another market, without the existence of a formal constraint
to enforce this link. This means that market participants have
to predict or guess the effect of these linkages when they want
to participate to the markets of different carriers.
When explicit links are introduced, different markets can be
merged into a multi-product market, in our case a multi-carrier
market. When considering multi-carrier market integration,
we make a distinction between single carrier markets and
multi-carrier markets. In a single carrier market, the interdependencies (i.e., linkages) between different carriers are not
considered in the orders nor the clearing process, while in
a multi-carrier market dependencies (i.e., linkages) between
various carriers are explicitly considered in the market products and the clearing process. In effect, a multi-carrier market
captures the dependencies between carriers through multicarrier order types (e.g., advanced orders which comprise a
set of constraints that reflect how an order in one carrier (e.g.,
electricity) is dependent on the market clearing price and/or
quantity of another carrier (e.g., heat and/or gas)).
Multi-carrier markets can cover several geographical territories that contain one or more energy systems from different
carriers. The geographical scope of a market of gas and/or
electricity can easily span over the geographical scope of
one or several local market(s) of another carrier (e.g., heat).
Electricity markets in Europe have been developing towards
national and even international levels. Recently, there is also
a trend in developing local electricity markets to enable
competition at the distribution grid scale (regional or district
level) due to the emergence of distributed energy resources
(DERs) and energy storage systems. It is reasonable to assume
that in the future, local electricity trades could also be settled
through some type of local market arrangements. District
heating and local multi-energy systems (MES) are typically
localized. That is, they are not geographically extensive due
to the economics (e.g. high investment) and high transport
losses. As a result, they are typically developed around urban
centres. Multi-carrier markets (associated to localized multienergy systems) can therefore be considered at this very local
level, i.e. at the level of a local multi-energy system. On
the other hand, multi-carrier systems and markets can also
be considered at a higher (national or even supra-national)
level. We therefore look into market schemes where one or
more national or supra-national market (called global market
in this report) overlaps (geographically and economically) with
several local ones (called local markets). In what follows we
make the following distinction: a global market is operated
by a global market operator which manages energy trades
at large regional-wide scale (e.g., national, supra-national)
(mostly over high-voltage electricity network or high-pressure
gas pipeline system); a local market is operated by a local
market operator which manages energy trades at smaller local
geographical scales comprising for example one or multiple

medium or low voltage electricity network(s), low pressure
gas network(s) and/or heat network(s).
Local electricity and gas markets are not considered in this
article as they are not commonly deployed, although they
could be an interesting track for future research. Single-carrier
electricity and gas markets are thus only considered at the
global level. On the other hand, local heat markets and local
multi-carrier markets are considered as district heating systems
and multi-energy systems are typically embedded locally.
Global (single carrier) heat markets are not considered for the
same reason. Multi-carrier systems and markets can also be
considered at a higher (national or even supra-national) level.
Two types of global multi-carrier markets are considered:
an integrated market for electricity, heat and gas or one for
electricity and gas only.
III. M ULTI - CARRIER MARKET SCHEMES
In this section, we will introduce five multi-carrier market
schemes under consideration which are visualized in Figure 1.
The first scheme, the Single carrier energy market scheme
(MS1), resembles the existing energy market design in the EU
the most. It anticipates the evolution of day-ahead gas markets
to call markets with higher liquidity and the emergence of dayahead heat markets. This market scheme can be considered in
some way as the current state with the addition of day ahead
heat markets in the local context and the harmonization of the
different day-ahead markets. In this scheme, the developments
of the different markets are however projected to happen
independently. As a result, separate (single) day-ahead energy
markets are organized for the different energy carriers: there
is no formal link between markets in the product definition
and/or the market clearing process. Gas and electricity markets
are considered as global markets and heat markets are local,
as explained before. In the Single carrier market scheme,
each market has its own gate closure time. By choosing
adequate gate closure times, clearing times and publication
times of the market results, these markets can in effect be
sequential, thereby allowing market participants to readjust
their positions for the next market(s), taking into account
the clearing outcome of the previous market(s). In any case,
market participants have to predict or guess certain interactions
between carriers and market outcomes when submitting their
orders in the single markets of the different carriers.
The second scheme, the Mixed single and multi-carrier energy market scheme (MS2), can be seen as an extension of the
first market scheme where energy carrier market integration
is considered at the local MES level. In this market scheme,
there are multi-carrier markets for electricity, gas and heat
at the local level. Interactions between carriers on the local
multi-carrier markets are reflected via multi-carrier orders and
therefore, are accounted for in the market clearing process.
At the global level, there are only single carrier markets for
electricity and gas. There is no integration between markets
at local level and/or global level as they are pursuing their
individual objectives (which may or may not be in conflict).
Also here, a sequential set-up can be considered, e.g. where
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Figure 1. Visualization of the five market schemes. Moving from left to right, one can see that the level of integration increases and so the level by which
inter-dependencies existing between different energy carrier systems are accounted for in a more pronounced manner in the market scheme and the clearing
process.

first the local markets and afterwards the global markets are
cleared (different sequences possible).
The third scheme Coexisting global and local multi-carrier
energy market scheme (MS3), applies market integration of
different energy carriers both at the local and global level.
This market scheme could be seen as a logical next step after
the second scheme: the main difference is that, here, gas and
electricity markets at the global level are also integrated into a
common multi-carrier market. Note that, markets at local and
global levels are not integrated and therefore, each can pursue
their own objective. As a result, in this market scheme there
is a unique multi-carrier market for electricity and gas at the
global level and there are multiple local multi-carrier markets
for heat, gas and electricity at the local level. Interactions
between carriers on multi-carrier markets are enabled via
multi-carrier orders and constraints. Here too a sequential setup could be considered.
The fourth Market Scheme, the Local multi-carrier energy
market scheme (MS4) can be considered as the most innovative
scheme as there are only local multi-carrier markets (for heat,
gas and electricity). Interactions between carriers on the local
multi-carrier markets are considered via multi-carrier orders
and interactions between the different local markets will also
be considered. There are many possibilities for interactions
between local markets. One set-up could be where a local
multi-carrier market operator communicates with the other
local multi-carrier market operators during the market clearing,
so as to reach consensus on the physical trades between their
corresponding market areas. However, such an approach would
not allow considering strategic behaviors of the local market
operators and might be limited by the problem size.
Finally, the fifth market scheme is the Unified multi-carrier
energy market scheme (MS5). In this case there is one common
market for the different energy carriers, operated by a unique
multi-carrier Market Operator that processes orders at local

and global levels. Interactions between carriers are considered
via multi-carrier orders and constraints, and within the market
clearing. In this specific market set-up, locality of the carriers
needs to be explicitly accounted for in the market clearing.
IV. Q UALITATIVE EVALUATION
In this section Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are
defined, which can be used to compare the various market
schemes. More specifically, we will compare the five market
schemes based on the following three indicators: a) Market
efficiency, measured through social welfare or surplus, the sum
of economic surpluses across all market parties; b) Resemblance to the current EU energy market designs, defined as
the extent to which the proposed multi-carrier market scheme
resembles the current market across the EU regarding legal,
economic, and administrative aspects; c) Confidentiality level,
defined as the level of detail of information about technical
and economic constraints of the underlying portfolio of the
market participant shared with the market operator.
Figure 2 provides a qualitative evaluation of the five Multicarrier market schemes as discussed in section III based on the
KPIs introduced above. It should be noted that these market
schemes are very high-level and the scoring should therefore
be interpreted as a relative and approximate comparison between different schemes.
Within the Unified multi-carrier energy market scheme
(MS5) global maximisation of social welfare is possible.
Therefore, market scheme 5 is considered as the benchmark
to assess the performance of the other market schemes regarding market efficiency because it will give the highest
social welfare. In the Single carrier energy market scheme
(MS1), market participants have to predict or guess the market
outcome when bidding with conversion technologies into the
different markets, that is to internalize market risks via bidding
strategies lowering both real and declared social welfare, and
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V. C ONCLUSION
In the current market setup, opportunities for price arbitrage
among the energy carriers have already arisen. Even in the
current circumstances, the market prices of the energy carriers
influence each other, but multi-carrier energy systems cannot
be fully integrated in the current energy system economics
without proper multi-carrier energy market design.
Therefore, in this paper, we have proposed possible multicarrier market schemes, which allow to better reflect the
interactions between the different energy carriers. The schemes
range from a single carrier energy market scheme with separate, sequential day-ahead markets for different energy carriers
to a unified multi-carrier energy market scheme with one
unique multi-carrier market. Some advantages and disadvantages have been given for each of the schemes based on a
qualitative KPI assessment.
In a work in preparation, we will investigate the development of a number of market designs that are plausible
for the different multi-carrier schemes. This includes defining
order types and clearing principles and studying organizational
implications of implementing every design both analytically
and numerically.

Figure 2. Qualitative KPI assessment for the five Market schemes

therefore, it will lead to social welfare values that are lower
than the benchmark scheme. Also, in market schemes 2 to 4,
there are different markets, pursuing their own objective, but
as one or more multi-carrier markets are present in each of
these schemes, these schemes already allow to better capture
linkages between different carriers. They are expected to have
a higher market efficiency, compared to market scheme 1 and
a lower market efficiency compared to market scheme 5. At
this stage, we will not make a distinction between the three
schemes (MS2, MS3, MS4) regarding market efficiency as
specific design aspects, and possibly physical characteristics
of the considered energy systems, would determine their
respective ranking.
Regarding the second KPI, Resemblance to the current
EU energy market designs, the Single carrier energy market
scheme (MS1) is the closest to the current market structure
that is implemented in Europe as markets for different carriers
are dealt with separately and their linkages are not considered
in the market clearing. Within the Mixed single and multicarrier energy market scheme (MS2), energy carrier market
integration is considered only at the local level as this market
scheme starts from the assumption that multi-carrier market
integration will start at the local MES level. Therefore, it is
assumed to be the second closest to the current energy market
design. As multi-carrier market integration is present both at
the local and global level in the Coexisting global and local
multi-carrier energy market scheme (MS3), it is considered
to be even further from the current design compared to the
previous two schemes. In the Unified multi-carrier energy
market scheme (MS5), there is only a global multi-carrier
market which entails that all local heat trades need to be dealt
with at the global level, so this entails a whole new approach so
this diverges even more. Finally, the Local multi-carrier energy
market scheme (MS4) is the furthest from the current design
as only local markets are present, disregarding the existence
of global markets as they exist today.
Finally, as multi-carrier markets are present in market
schemes 2 to 5 and therefore at least some information on
linkages between carriers will have to be shared with the multicarrier market operator, we assume that the confidentiality level
of these schemes is lower than the one of market scheme 1
where there are only separate single-carrier markets. Again,
we will not make a distinction between market schemes 2 to
5 regarding their difference in confidentiality level, as specific
design aspects would determine their respective ranking.
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